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SEARS POINT RESTORATION PROJECT

Farmland transforms
back into wetlands

Russian
naval
activity
alarms US
Growing activity of subs,
ships near undersea cables
compared to Cold War
By DAVID E. SANGER
and ERIC SCHMITT
NEW YO R K T I M ES
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Finley Yassir, 2, carries his toy excavator after the real excavator behind him breached a levee to convert a 1,000-acre area back to its
original state as a tidal marsh basin at Sears Point near Sonoma on Sunday.

Levee breach kicks off project to turn 1,000 reclaimed acres into marsh
BACK TO
NATURE

By DEREK MOORE and DIANE PETERSON
THE P RE S S D E MO C RAT

C

ooled by a stiff breeze off San Pablo Bay,
about 300 supporters and partners of the
Sonoma Land Trust cheered on Sunday as
an excavator’s crane broke through a 140-yearold Sears Point levee, allowing saltwater to flood
back over 1,000 acres of reclaimed oat hay fields
at the southern tip of Sonoma County.
As the water rushed in, the crowd of government officials and others involved in the decade-old Sears Point Restoration Project threw
balls of pickleweed seeds into the mud to aid the
wetland’s rebirth.
It is expected to take another 25 to 30 years
before the marshland’s vegetation and wildlife
comes back completely, but a flock of sandpipers
swept in Sunday to investigate the small levee
breach, which will be widened to 285 feet.
“Historically, over a quarter of the bay’s estuarine habitat was up here at the north end of the
bay,” said Don Brubaker, the National Wildlife
Refuge manager for the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
TURN TO RESTORATION, PAGE A7

An excavator opens the 140-year-old Sears Point levee on
Sunday. The breach was just the start of the work planned
this week by the Sonoma County Land Trust.
ONLINE
For video and more photos of the Sears Point levee breach, go to
pressdemocrat.com.

The Sears Point
Restoration Project
will convert 1,000
acres of oat hay
fields back into
wetlands.
The Sonoma
Land Trust raised
$20 million to buy
the property in 2005
and raised another
$18 million for the
restoration work.
There are about two
dozen partners in
the project.
The marshland is
expected to take
25 to 30 years
before its vegetation
and wildlife comes
back completely.

US seeking a few good hackers
Background checks, government
culture, lower pay impede feds’
cybersecurity recruitment
By ANDREA PETERSON
WASHINGT O N P O S T

Alejandro Mayorkas, a high-ranking
Department of Homeland Security official, opened a speech over the summer
in Las Vegas before hundreds of hackers
with a dare.
“I challenge you all to make my phone
ring during my remarks,” he said, brandishing a flip phone the size of a soda
bottle. “Take a shot,” he said, urging the
crowd to hack his phone. Then he sweetened the deal: There would be a government job for anyone who succeeded.
The conference’s volunteer organiz-
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ers, known as goons, soon interrupted
Mayorkas for a long-standing tradition at
the cybersecurity convention DEF CON:
First-time speakers take a shot of whiskey on stage.
“That was my first of the day, by the
way,” Mayorkas said after downing the
Jack Daniels, “but it won’t be my last.”
Mayorkas was just one of a fleet of federal officials who attended Black Hat and
DEF CON this year. The two gatherings
have grown into annual pilgrimages for
security researchers, hackers and hangers-on. Their mission? Enlist hackers to
protect the homeland.
Black Hat attracts cybersecurity companies that are eager to mingle with government officials and secure government
work. The DEF CON crowd skews toward
the Hollywood hacker stereotypes of
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JOHN LOCHER / Associated Press

Deputy Secretary of Homeland Security Alejandro
Mayorkas speaks Aug. 6 at the Black Hat
conference in Las Vegas.

A TRIAL RUN FOR HALLOWEEN: Children
with special needs and their families gather
in Santa Rosa to prepare kids for holiday / B1

WASHINGTON — Russian
submarines and spy ships are
aggressively operating near the
vital undersea cables that carry
almost all global Internet communications, raising concerns
among some U.S. military and
intelligence officials that the
Russians might be planning to
attack those lines in times of
tension or conflict.
The issue goes beyond old
Cold War worries that the Russians would tap into the cables — a task U.S. intelligence
agencies also mastered decades
ago. The alarm today is deeper:
The ultimate Russian hack on
the United States could involve
severing the fiber-optic cables
at some of their hardest-to-access locations to halt the instant
communications on which the
West’s governments, economies
and citizens have grown dependent.
While there is no evidence
yet of any cable cutting, the
concern is part of a growing
wariness among senior U.S.
and allied military and intelligence officials over the accelerated activity by the Russian
armed forces around the globe.
At the same time, the internal
debate in Washington illustrates how the United States
is increasingly viewing every
Russian move through a lens
of deep distrust, reminiscent
of the Cold War.
Inside the Pentagon and the
nation’s spy agencies, the assessments of Russia’s growing
naval activities are highly classified and not publicly discussed
in detail. U.S. officials are seTURN TO RUSSIAN, PAGE A8

Early release
could test
drug felons
By MARYCLAIRE DALE
A S S O CI AT ED P R ES S

PHILADELPHIA — She was
the queen of the “OK Corral,”
a tot-toting grandmother who
stepped up to rent out street
corners and run the bustling
cocaine trade in her north Philadelphia neighborhood after INSIDE
her 20-year-old California ranks
son was gunned in top five states
down.
in number of
By the time inmates slated for
a younger son release / A7
finished testifying against her in federal court
in 1990, Myrna Suren was sent
off to serve a life sentence. She
was 41 years old.
Now 67, Suren will soon leave
the federal prison in downtown
Philadelphia where she has
spent the past 25 years. She is
one of the 6,000 drug felons set
for release around Nov. 1 as part
of a national effort to reduce
what the U.S. Sentencing Commission now deems to be overly
harsh — and expensive — drug
laws enacted during the era’s
“War on Drugs.”
Whatever their hopes and
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